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A Blended-Learning concept for implementing the SINUS ideas
in continuing professional development

Introduction
Large scaled projects such as SINUS-Transfer require support structures and instruments,
which can not only transport the comprehensive ideas as effectively as possible, but at the
same time, also locally facilitate regional accents, individuality and creativity and integrate
these into the collective scope.
One of the objectives behind the Transfer-thought is the preferably widespread propagation
and implementation of the SINUS ideas at multiple levels: during in teacher training and continuing professional development, in curriculum committees and class books, in individual
schools and classrooms of the different types of schools as well as in case of parents and
amongst the general public.
The central server www.sinus-transfer.de has been and continues to be an important instrument of the programme. Structure and contents have been designed such that a variety of
the tasks in the SINUS-Transfer programme are supported effectively. Repeated evaluations
have documented a well-balanced usage of the server as an instrument for advanced training and as a database for concrete teaching materials. All the contents of the central server
(including the materials in the database) continue to remain freely accessible in terms of the
Transfer thought.
Thanks to the financial support by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF),
important portions of the server contents could be translated into English and are now available at www.sinus-transfer.eu for continuing professional development outside Germany as
well.
The advanced training concept described below was adapted to the English sites.
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The Blended-Learning concept in continuing professional development
Please note: Such an otherwise elaborately designed medium cannot replace the personal
meeting, the exchange of ideas and the combined reflection and development of teaching
concepts.
The Blended-Learning concept links group-work with individual advanced training phases.
Among other things, the advantages of this combination are:
>> Classroom and online phases can be customised as regards time and content.
>> Trainers receive support for preparing their courses.
>> Additional and detailed information can be easily accessed using links.
>> Interactive contents, videos etc. offer graphic support.
>> Worksheets and elaborate teaching units are available free of charge and in digital
form for immediate use in classrooms and can also be edited and further developed.
>> Discussions on interesting topics or materials are electronically possible, even across
great spatial distances.
>> The course participants try out independent and personalised learning using ICT. They
can immediately incorporate their experiences (positive and negative aspects) in dayto-day teaching.
The contents of the server have been edited such that they can also provide incentives and
suggestions for distinct ideas, discussions and critical arguments in addition to pure information exchange.

An advanced training concept for the topic “Developing a task
culture” (module 1 of the SINUS project)
Tasks play an important role in maths and science lessons. Lesson development is hence
closely related to further development of the task culture. Thus, the topic “task culture” is
often the focus of advanced trainings.
The following advanced training unit for the topic “Developing a task culture” is designed
such that it gives suggestions to trainers as well as supports the individual self-study. At many
points, you will find incentives for adapting to special situations locally and supplementing
them with separate materials and discussions.
For good legibility of this article, texts and images of the websites for module 1 have been
reproduced in full or in extracts (as on December 2010), but do not match the layout of the
websites.
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Introducing the topic “Developing a task culture”
The cover web page of the chapter gives a brief introduction to the topic and is hence suitable
as an “Introduction sheet” for the advanced training.

Module 1: Developing a task culture
Tasks play an important role in math and science lessons and should not merely be a part of the
routine curriculum. It is the aim of this module to create and apply mathematical tasks that
enable students to find different ways of solving problems.
systematically revise existing knowledge of the student and supplement it with new material.
inspire the setting of new tasks.

Central module
Module 1 is a central module, thus being closely connected with many more modules. The task in
itself is not an important criterion for assessing the quality of teaching. More important is its integration into the whole teaching / learning environment. Variable/Multiple approaches to solving
tasks, discussions and interpretations may also turn “classical” tasks into interesting and useful
elements of math and science lessons. There is no need to eliminate them as out-dated in general.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2893/

You will find suggestions for additional and detailed references at the end of the page.
Gary Flewelling, We Need Learning Tasks That Support Sense Making (pdf, 600 kB)
Gary Flewelling, Rich Learning Tasks: Changing the Culture of the Mathematics Classroom (pdf, 17
kB)
Gary Flewelling& William Higginson, Teaching with Rich Learning Tasks: A Handbook, Published by AAMT, 2005
Regina Bruder, SINUS-Transfer: Explanations for Module 1 - Further Development of the Task
Culture in Mathematics Teaching (engl. translation 2010) (pdf)
Bavarian State Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs, SINUS Bavaria, pp 98 – 116, 2010
(pdf)
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Suggestions for advanced training
Self-study
Read the both short articles by Gary Flewelling. They give valuable instructions for instructional
design and form a good discussion platform for advanced trainings.
The article by Regina Bruder deals with the topic “Further Development of the Task Culture” in
varied ways and is enriched with selected examples from the mathematics lesson.
The booklet by the Bavarian State Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs contains several
examples from the maths and science classes. The individual articles are written by experienced
teaching staff and contain only tested examples.

Examples of tasks as part of module 1
Three selected examples show that mathematics governs our daily routine. A keen view opens
up many sources, which can offer an abundance of interesting mathematical problems. Have
in mind, that not only the contents of these examples offer alternatives for classic tasks. Orders such as “Find as many properties as possible”, “Think of interesting questions”, “Comment” deal with concrete instructions (“Calculate the page length!”) or accurately formulated
questions (“How many car drivers drove too fast?”) at this point.

The so-called “new” tasks are very often not really new. It largely depends on how a problem is being dealt with. In the following, you will find some examples which may kindle your inspiration to
take on new tasks.
Math in everyday life

1. Discover as many characteristic features of this figure as possible.
2. Think about some interesting questions about this figure and have them answered by
your partner.
3. Present the best ideas as a group to your classmates.
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Tasks from a newspaper
A short article from the North German newspaper “Norderneyer Badezeitung”:
Whereas a few years ago every tenth driver drove too fast, it is meanwhile/currently it is
only every fifth driver. But even five percent is far too much. Therefore, speed checks will
still be carried out and every offender will be fined.
Interpret the mathematical content of this article.
Fermi Questions
Hair grows very slowly. During this math lesson each individual hair on your head grows a tiny
little bit.
Imagine all of these tiny bits of hair placed one after the other. What is the total length your hair
would have grown during this class?
These examples are taken from:
V. Ulm, “Mathematikunterricht für individuelle Lernwege öffnen”, , Kallmeyer 2004.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2896/

A picture or a newspaper cutting alone does not amount to an interesting task. How can you
improve your task and develop and promote the contents?
The following chapters “Open tasks”, “Topic with variations” and “Dynamic worksheets”
offer many suggestions for preparing interesting tasks linked with suggestions for concrete
handling during class.

Suggestions for advanced training
Self-study
Volker Ulm wrote the book “Teaching Mathematics – Opening up Individual Paths to Learning” as
an accompanying book for the SINUS-Transfer advanced trainings.
Extracts of this book are available as updated editions in English and can be downloaded from the
website.
You will find more examples and background information about the topic “Further Development
of the Task Culture” in chapter 3 of this book.
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Group activity
Dealing with examples
Discuss the above mentioned examples in groups and work out different approaches. Put forward
your results in the plenum.
Student association activity
Mathematical photography excursion
Undertake a mathematical photography excursion. Inspection of the materials, preparation for
tasks and classification into topic contexts and teaching contents can be done on a work-sharing
basis, by including pupil groups if necessary.
Student association activity
Set of tasks
Prepare a collection of tasks from your everyday life (photo collection, newspaper cuttings, Fermi
questions). It is advisable to have an accompanying list/table with proofs of origin for being able to
clarify copyright questions quickly if necessary. You can also delegate sub-tasks to pupil teams.

Open Ended Tasks

Imagination does not mean conceiving entirely anew,
but doing something from existing things.
								
Thomas Mann
This monument stands at Bundeskanzlerplatz in Bonn.
It shows the head of Konrad Adenauer, who was the first
Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany between
1949 and 1963.
What would be the size of a corresponding life-size monument of Adenauer on the same scale?
Explain your ideas to your group mates.
Present your ideas and results as a group to your classmates.
Picture source: Generalanzeiger Bonn
Task according to: HERGET; JAHNKE; KROLL, productive
tasks for teaching mathematics at secondary level I
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2897/
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Use this example as an incentive for dealing with the topic “Pending tasks” intensively.
If this task type has still not been included in the teaching, it is advisable to provide a few
help options. The same is applicable for continuing professional development as well.
The following questionnaire could lead to a solution process

Is there a point of reference in the picture?

The girl in the front (she is about 10 cm tall in
the image)

How tall will the girl be in reality?

???

How old is she more or less?

Perhaps 10 - 11 years of age. Then she might
be 1.30 m tall.

What is the length of the head in the monument?

It measures 12 cm in the image.

How tall is the entire monument?

The ratio of the head to the overall size of a
person helps further.
One possible solution is: about 10 m

This is just a proposed solution.
There are certainly other ways to arrive at a plausible result.
The decisive factor is not an exact solution (otherwise, it is easy to find out the location of the
monument and enquire about its size), but the development of strategies off the beaten path.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2898/

Tasks of this type are useful in several aspects:
>> They help in careful analysis of the task and the available source material.
>> The described everyday situation simplifies partner or group discussions.
>> The pupils learn that not every task has to lead to a clear solution.
>> The solution process is more interesting than the result. Only discussing the different
approaches enables you to assess whether the result is plausible.
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Characteristic features of pending tasks

A task is open if it does not lead in small steps to a certain result, if there is not just one solution
or one way to reach a solution. But it’s not merely the task which determines whether it is openended or closed. It is also and in particular, the phases of teaching that develop in the context of
the task.
Closed tasks can lead to open-ended ones when
information is omitted,
initial conditions are changed,
a task is reversed,
many or all possible solutions can be sought and
the approach can be justified.

You can find here additional material for information and use in teaching:
W. Herget (2001), A picture conveys more than a 1000 words ... Measuring, Estimating, Thinking many ways, many answers (in German language, PDF, 4 MB)
WilfriedHerget, Pictorial problems – one question, but many ways, and many different answers
(http://webdoc.sub.gwdg.de/ebook/e/gdm/2000/herget_2000.pdf)
Volker Ulm, “Teaching Mathematics – Opening up Individual Paths to Learning” (pdf)
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2897/

Visit for example http://mathekiste.wordpress.com to see a constantly growing collection of
pictures with reference to mathematics.
A task will really become “open-ended” only if its processing is integrated into an open teaching situation. Many opportunities are available to allow pupils to deal with the task individually. You will find many suggestions in this regard in the explanations for other modules of the
SINUS programme.
The following suggestions offer you a series of opportunities to intensively deal with the development and use of open-ended tasks.
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Suggestions for advanced training
Self-study
Scripts and Internet resources pertaining to the topic “Pending tasks”
The scripts by W. Herget and V. Ulm offer a lot of background information and additional task
examples. You can download the scripts directly from the website
The website http://nrich.maths.org also contains a variety of explanatory texts and interesting
tasks.
Group activity
Working with the example “Adenauerkopf”
Deal with the example “Adenauerkopf” intensively. Log not only the methods of calculation and
results, but also the important discussion points. Combine your ideas in the plenum.
Advanced training activity
Expanding the questionnaire
The question regarding the size of the “Giant Chancellor” is selected randomly. Find other interesting questionnaires!
Group activity
Opening class book tasks
Select a few tasks from a class book and open them in different ways. Exchange your suggestions
with another group and work out the tasks of the partner group. Discuss the task and solution
possibilities with the members of both the groups.
Group activity
Select a picture on http://mathekiste.wordpress.com and prepare suitable tasks for this picture
in the group.

Topic with variations
Exercises are necessary and useful. However, it is worth thinking about the pattern of the
tasks and how to deal with them.
In this chapter, you will get to know the potential of a task if you or your pupils ask the correct
questions, combine them skilfully and introduce new aspects. However in an extreme case,
you will land up in a jungle of variations. The correct selection and the occasional necessary
restriction to what is feasible or important are thus also the content of this chapter.
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Advanced training activity
Prepare tasks
Try out the first example: Fractions in the number line

Collect a few tasks, which you think are suitable for these pictures. Act on these suggestions again
after working with the chapter. Do you find any other interesting questions?

The main page of the chapter “Topic with variations” gives you a brief overview and offers you
two options to get to know the topic in detail:
>> One task, several solution processes
>> Variation of a task

Topic with Variations
In real life, questions are asked by those who do not know
something and receive a response from those who know it.
The reverse case applies at school.
								
H. Schupp
Consider the figures shown below. Do you find a primary topic?

You learn more about this example in the “variation of a task” chapter.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2899/
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Task Matrices Promote Superficiality
Problems very often serve only to introduce a standard procedure.
With the help of several tasks of the same type (task matrices), the pupils get trained in this procedure until they can “successfully” complete a graded assessment. The original problem is long
forgotten ....
Stimulate Interest, and Allow to go in One’s Own Way
How can students develop interest in a task and formulate their own question?
An easy-to-implement option is to allow the choice of the way to reach a solution: It is not the
calculation of a solution that is important, but the actual task.
Ask Your Own Questions, and Find Solutions Together
Greater freedom creates the variation of the original task.
Some may go to the depth of the matter, while others playfully change some parameters and
discover new horizons. A complex problem becomes tangible when the question can be made
simpler.

Many ways take you to the goal
An open-ended task gives space and encourages the pupils to work independently. Variable
solution processes are well-suited to introduce pupils to the concept of working with pending
tasks.
The following example is of a task type, which can be seen in many class books.

Task Matrices Promote Superficiality
In the jungle
56 vultures, well-known from The Jungle Book, had just eaten the carcass
and were sitting sluggishly on three trees.
“What do we do?” asked one of them.
“Don’t know”, said another yawning. 4 vultures flew from the first to the
second tree and 9 from the second to the third out of boredom. The second tree now had twice
as many vultures as the first tree and the third tree had twice as vultures as the second tree. How
many vultures were originally sitting on each of the trees?
Picture and text source: Experiential report for the SINUS programme in
Bayern “Further development of the maths and science lesson”, pg 84
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2908/
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Do you have the option of conducting a small test in advance?

Suggestions for advanced training
Advanced training activity
Working with the sample task “In the jungle”
Ask the participants of your advanced training course or the members of your student association
to solve the task spontaneously. Do not refer to the suggested solutions, but assign the task in
printed form. What is the percentage of colleagues, who used simultaneous equations?
Pupil activity
Working with the sample task “In the jungle”
Assign the task to pupils of different age groups. Assess the suggested solutions and consider the
suggested solutions from the lower grade in particular.

If necessary, compare the results of the activities with the three suggested solutions of the
website, which follow very different approaches.

Solution process 1: Simultaneous equation with three unknowns
x, y and z describe the original number of birds on trees 1, 2 and 3
respectively. Possible simultaneous equation:
I.
II.
III.

x + y + z = 56
2 (x – 4) = y – 5
2 (y – 5) = z + 9

When solving the simultaneous equations, different variants are available, which are no longer
solved further in this case.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2909/
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Solution process 2: Vivid solution without equations
This process does not use equations. The analysis of the time-wise
sequence, probably supported with graphics, helps to achieve the
goal quickly.

The following can be deduced from the graphics:
After the vultures fly away, the total number of vultures (56) is seven times the number on the first
tree.
The number of vultures (56) before and after flying away is the same. According to a), there are
8 vultures on the first tree (56:7=8), 16 on the second and 32 on the third after the vultures have
flown away.
You can easily count back using the graphics and find out the distribution before the flight.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2910/

Solution process 3: Estimation and approximation
Why is a large number of the teaching staff dissatisfied if the pupils
get to the result using estimation and approximation? Pupils often
do not have much of an intuition when it comes to ratios and scales.
Solution process 3 gives the opportunity to train for this skill.
The pupils start with a rough estimation, e.g. the numbers 10, 20 and 26. They come closer to the
actual result step-by-step. Sometimes it is not easy to find a good initial value. Pure guesswork
leads you to the result only tediously or if you are really lucky

 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2911/
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Suggestions for advanced training
Group activity
Working out tasks with different solution processes
Discuss the solutions suggested by the website. Select more examples (e.g. from a class book) and
work out different solution processes in groups. Also discuss the use of such tasks in tests. Work
out suitable questions and a feasible evaluation system.

The following chapter “Variation of a task” is very comprehensive and is well suited as an
independent advanced training unit.

Variation of a task
Those who refrain from questioning remain ignorant!
Theme song of the German version of “Sesame Street”
x+2=3

x+2=3

x+2=4

x+3=3

x+2=5

x+4=3

Analyse and compare the solutions of the problems in the left and right column.
What do you notice?
Analyse the solutions if
the position of the numbers is reversed (e.g., x + 2 = 3 --> x + 3 = 2),
one considers the difference instead of the sum (e.g., x – 2 = 3),
one considers the product instead of the sum (e.g., x • 2 = 3).
Scrutinise the Original Problem, and Find Variations
A proven strategy for acquiring new knowledge is to assume the known and check through variations whether interesting things arise from the changed situation. The variation of the original
problem requires pupils to first reflect upon the task and the way to a solution.
Arranging, Assessing and Developing Ideas
Some variations will prove to be less sensible, wrong or difficult. Depending on the scope of the
complex problem complex, interesting questions can be followed up based on task allocation. In
the end, the results should be put together, weighted and integrated into existing structures.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2900/
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The introductory example shows how easy an initial task can be kept. The question instructs
the pupils to discover regularities and proceed systematically.
In advanced training courses, you will often be confronted with questions, which address the
meaningful use of this task type, when teaching this chapter. Before more complex examples
are introduced in this script, you will first see a few arguments and explanations on the next
pages as to why and how task variations can be useful elements when teaching.

Why Task Variation in Class?
Undeniably, the variation of a question can lead to interesting aspects. But, is the process not too
time consuming? Doesn’t such an intensive occupation with a single task lead too far from the
curriculum and the examination material?
Variation is not an end in itself. It essentially includes reflection on this activity and its products.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2900/

We shower our children with answers to questions they have never asked.
H. v. Hentig
Much more frequently, the solution of a task should not mean the end, but should be the beginning of an intense debate with a topic.

Nine Reasons for Task Variations in Teaching
1. Create your own tasks
In everyday life it is not only important to solve problems but also to recognise,
adapt, and expand on them ...
2. Impart a realistic picture of mathematics
This/It can be demonstrated on/at an elementary level that mathematics will
never be “exhausted”, namely/or more specifically, never will all mathematical
problems be set and solved.
3. Networking of different branches of mathematics
This approach frees/provides freedom from stereotyped thinking. Different topics are compulsorily included and are therefore more actively dealt with.
4. Varying also means practice and repetition
Content that is already dealt with is constantly reviewed. We do not need any
artificial hours for rehearsal that hardly have any permanent effect.
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5. Variation strategies are also general solution strategies
Some examples: Specialise, generalise, (systematic) experimenting.
Question: “What happens if ...?”
6. Development of interest for mathematics
Task variation also helps to raise awareness of the quality of mathematical problems.
7. “Lift treasures”
At first, task variations often show the richness and importance of the starting
(initial) task
8. Varying tasks is compatible with any curriculum
This approach does not require any new content, but can always be practised.
Almost every task is suitable for this.Thus, no special “new” tasks are required.
9. Variation promotes independent work
The aim is that the students perform the variations after the introductory phase,
and not the teacher. In the reflective phase, all suggestions must be reviewed,

 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2901/

These nine propositions aid the arguments for using task variations when teaching. In addition, they also help when searching for task examples or when selecting possible variations.
Think of the points that you think are relevant to a specific case along with the goals you want
to achieve.

How to modify a task?
Task variations can lead to interesting new aspects and subject areas. However, without a
certain structuring, there is a risk that teachers and pupils will jump from one topic to another
without any orientation and lose sight of the actual goal.

Variations of a Topic: Strategies
“Imagination does not mean conceiving entirely anew, but doing something
new from existing things.”
Thomas Mann

Some variation options of a task are obvious or result from the final discussion and / or reflection
of a way to a solution or topic.
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The range of variations can be improved if some standard methods are addressed and catalogued.
Some/A few of the methods are presented and briefly discussed below. They come/are excerpts
from the book by H. Schupp, “Task Variations in Teaching”, which serves as further reference for
other methods.
Joggle: Varying Slightly
Example: Replace the individual parameters in the linear equation y = 3x +1 by other numerical
values.
Replace: Analogising
Examples:
All triangles have a perimeter. Does this applyto all rectangles?
3 + 4 = 4 + 3. Is 3 – 4 = 4 – 3 also true?
Omit: Generalising
Examples:
From the Thales’ theorem on the principle of inscribed angle theorem.
From the equation y = 3x – 5 for the general linear equation y = mx + t.
Add: Specialising
Example:
Instead of the general quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = 0, consider at first the equation
x2+ 4x + 4 = 0. This method supports association of new with/and existing knowledge.
Put Together: Combining
Example: (a+b)2 --> (a+b+c)3
Combination is an important strategy in the final phase of variation: Existing variations are combined.
Change Direction: Reversing
Examples:
Checking the validity of inverse laws.
Determine the zeros (the maximum) of a quadratic function. Find one (several) other quadratic
functions with these zeros (the maximum).
Change Boundary Conditions: Changing Context
Examples:
Find a suitable situation to the equation.
Which graph illustrates the description of the racer, mountaineer, etc.?
Make it Interesting: Evaluating Differently
Example: Car logos (see below)
The logo has obviously a number of geometric properties.
Asking many questions can make this simple figure interesting:

20
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

What is the shape of this logo?
Is there symmetry?
What proportion of the total area is covered by the partial areas?
Is this logo beautiful?
What is the original idea behind this logo?
The example is taken from the article by E. Höniger, Company Logos.

 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2902/

Bibliography
H. Schupp, Task Variation in Mathematics Teaching (German) (doc, 146 KB)
H. Schupp, Topic of Variations. Task variation in teaching of mathematics.(German), Hildesheim:
Franzbecker 2002
E. Höniger, Company Logos, engl. version 2010 (pdf, 600 kB)

You can use the above mentioned examples initially during advanced training as well as when
teaching.
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Suggestions for advanced training
Advanced training activity
Working on examples
Work on the examples (e.g. in groups). Implement other variations of the individual tasks and
think about which of the propositions of the nine-point catalogue (see above) can be implemented with your variations.
Also discuss the functional contents that you can extend, link or re-approach with the variations
you have selected.
Group activity
Modifying your own tasks
Specify suitable tasks for the groups or let the groups select tasks from a textbook. The group participants work out maximum possible variations for the selected task. Subsequently, the groups
can compile one selection for each of the different aspects, work on a few tasks if necessary and
explain them in the plenum.
Alternatively, the groups can exchange their variations, work on them and finally discuss them
again in the plenum. It is advisable to work out a suitable teaching concept within a student association.
Student association activity
Preparing a task collection
Prepare a collection of suitable tasks with suggested variations. Also specify the intention or suggested uses:
Tasks for practicing and extending
Tasks for differentiation
Tasks for interconnecting the contents
Tasks with interdisciplinary aspects
…..
Prepare sample tasks that are suitable for using in tests (along with suggested solutions and assessment proposals).

During the initial training phases of the lesson, it makes sense to specify variations or to
control or focus the work of pupils using concrete specifications.
However, it is basically the free working that taps the creative potentials in your class. Surprising discoveries (even for you as a teacher!) can be made; high spontaneous activity and
fruitful discussions can be initiated.
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The following teaching sequence contains suggestions for the important phases of a class
or teaching unit. The actual situation can and will require changes and additions in many
aspects. Finally, the characteristics of your personality as a teacher as well as the special
structure of your class are incorporated in the actual sequence.

Variations of a Topic: Teaching Sequence
For well-defined variation in class, Hans Schupp suggests the following (to be assumed as ideal
case) steps:
Preparation
Specification of the initial task
Solve this problem in several ways, if possible
In this preparatory phase, the teaching may proceed quite conventionally.
Free Variation
Call for variation (perhaps with reference to “what if not”)
Conscious uncommented collection of suggestions
This “brain storming” phase should not be influenced by hasty comments of the teacher. Pupils’
reactions (especially to clearly unreasonable or trivial concepts) will be allowed, if they do not
violate norms.
Structuring and Evaluation
Joint review, structuring and arranging of suggestions
The following questions may be helpful for this:
What is easy, difficult, complex for us?
What follows from whom?
What do we do at first?
Thenwhat?
What do we hold until the very end?
Etc
Attempt to solve selected suggestion
This is possible in quite different classroom forms, also as group work in particular.
Presentation of Results, Outlook
Presentation of the solutions
Perhaps other suggestions for variation
Perhaps overall view of all efforts
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2903/
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Two selected examples give you additional insights in the different options for task variation.
You will first see a simple example, which you will come across in many school books in a
similar form. The suggested variations show that relevant tasks can easily be “developed” at
many points when teaching.

Topic with Variations: Teaching Examples
There is hardly a task that would be unsuitable for a change through variation.
The following examples are intended as suggestions and make the range of options visible.

Example 1: Sum of Natural Numbers

3+4+5

Add three successive natural numbers.
What do you notice?
Here are some suggestions for variations:
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2904/

Sum of Natural Numbers
Variations
Add four successive natural numbers. .What do you notice?
Add five successive natural numbers.
Add n successive natural numbers.
Add three successive even numbers.
Add three successive whole numbers.
Add three equidistant natural numbers.
Multiply three successive natural numbers.
You or your classmates will certainly find other variations.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2905/
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The second example is much more complex. The initial task can also be dealt with intensively.
The task variation can be a part of the solution strategy in this case. The dynamic figure induces you to analyse the question more accurately, test the first variations and use solution
processes. The suggested variations provide references to the variety of ideas, which can be
developed from this task.

Circles in an Equilateral Triangle
The original example
(taken from the book by H. Schupp “Task Variation as a Subject”):
In an isosceles triangle with the base c = 8 cm and sides a = b = 12 cm,
circles with the maximum radii are inscribed consecutively, so that the
next smaller circle touches the sides a and b and the previous circle.
What is the total surface area of all circles put together?
The dynamic figure below illustrates not only the task, but also provides suggestions for solving strategies and other questions.

Experiment with the figure:
By dragging the red dots, you can vary the base and sides of the
circumscribing
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2906/

Suggestions for advanced training
Advanced training activity
Working on the sample task “Circles in an isosceles triangle”
Solve the task in the team. Note the variations that can be helpful for task solving from the point
of view of the pupil. Develop a catalogue of supporting references (even in the form of questions!)
that can simplify the process of solving this task independently for pupils.
If possible, test the task in one or more classes and exchange the results and experiences.
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You will find a series of suggested variations on the website:

Developing Solution Strategies
Identification of the way to a solution and development of strategies can already lead to the first
variations of the question.
For instance, the options available are
Return to a single circle (inscribed circle)
Consideration of two circles
Linking with centric dilation
Reducing the triangle into suitable trapezoids
etc.

Variations of the Topic
The study of the dynamic figure can lead to many new aspects. Here are some suggestions:
What is the ratio of the radii of the circles?
How does this ratio change, if the base of the triangle is doubled, tripled, halved ......?
How does this ratio change, if the side length (or height) of the triangle is doubled, tripled, halved
....?
Select an equilateral triangle as the circumscribing triangle and examine this special case.
What is the remaining area inside the triangle with one, two, three ... inscribed circles?
What percentage of the area of the triangle is occupied by one, two, three ... circles?
Is there a triangle with equal remaining area and total area of the five circles?
Are there triangles with equal surface area of the largest circle and the total area of all other
circles?
Find the triangles, where the surface of the five inscribed circles corresponds to more than 99% of
the total area of all (infinitely many) circles.
What is the total circumference of all (two, three ...) circles?
etc.
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2906/
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It does not need to be a circle always – variations with triangles and rectangles

Draw inspirations from the pictures. What similarities can you see to the original task, which
new aspects and subject areas can be exploited with the variations?
Use the dynamic figure to test the variation “Rectangle in isosceles triangle” in detail.
You will find a brief description and a few suggestions for detailed analysis of the figure on
the website.

Rectangles in an Isosceles Triangle
The circumscribing triangle is now inscribed with rectangles. It is possible to first assign specific dimensions for the circumscribing triangle and the inscribed rectangle. Based on the initial example,
the total area of all inscribed rectangles can now be analysed again.
Experiment with the figure:
By dragging the red points, you can change base and side length (height)
of the circumscribing triangle and the height of the inscribed rectangle.
You can inscribe a maximum of ten visible rectangles.
Possible tasks with the figure
At first, you can adapt the questions of the original example (circles in a triangle) to this variation.
The task is also suitable for addressing approximation method for surface area determination.
Some suggestions:
Analyse how the remaining yellow area inside the triangle changes, if one increases or decreases
the height of the rectangles!
Choose the appropriate dimensions for the triangle. The triangle is intended to be inscribed with
100, 1,000, 10,000 ....rectangles. Is it possible to fill 99% of the triangle area by inscribing these
rectangles?
Vary the task: Select the same height for all rectangles.Find some interesting results by yourself,
e.g. by comparing with the original problem!
 http://sinus.uni-bayreuth.de/2907/
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Suggestions for the advanced training
Advanced training activity
Working on the variation “Rectangles in the isosceles triangle”
Work on the sample tasks using the applet and prepare a catalogue of further possible questions.
Develop a catalogue of supporting references (even in the form of questions!), which can simplify
the process of solving these tasks independently for pupils.
Advanced training activity
Working on additional suggested solutions
Consider the below given picture examples or design additional variations yourself.

Develop possible questions for these pictures.

Dynamic worksheets
In the previous chapter “Topic with variations”, you could even test how helpful the visualisation and the dynamics of mathematical facts can be.
Dynamic worksheets link dynamic figures or designs to clear instruction sheets, references
and additional information. They encourage independent action along with discovery and
experimental mathematics in the best possible way.
You require dynamic mathematics software for preparing worksheets. The examples put forward were prepared using the GEONExT software and processed with the help of the JSXGraph software for using on the web. Both the programmes are available free of charge.
Working with dynamic worksheets and basically preparing such worksheets should be expanded on in a separate advanced training unit.
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References and Software:
Information regarding software GEONExT along with the download option can be found on
the website www.geonext.de (directly via http://geonext.uni-bayreuth.de/index.php?id=2453 in
English).
Information regarding software JSXGraph and many examples can be found at
www.jsxgraph.net.

Suggestions for the advanced training
Self-study
Find out about different options for using the dynamic mathematics software and teaching units,
e.g. on the above mentioned websites.
In the article “Dynamic worksheets” by P. Baptist, in addition to another example, you will find
background information for using dynamic worksheets for the lesson.
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